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What is Dark Matter?

• A theory of dark matter is necessary 
to place it into the context of what we 
know about fundamental particles and 
their interactions.

• What do we know about it?

• Dark (neutral)

• Massive

• Still around today (stable or with a 
lifetime of the order of the age of 
the Universe itself).

• Nothing in the SM has the right 
properties!

“Cold Dark Matter: An Exploded View” by Cornelia Parker
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The Dark Matter Questionnaire
  Mass: ______

  Spin : ______

  Stable?

  Yes

Couplings:

 Gravity

  Weak Interaction?

  Higgs?

  Quarks / Gluons?

  Leptons?

Thermal Relic?

  Freeze-out

 No

How was it produced?

  Misalignment

  Freeze-in

  Something else



Quarks

W

Leptons�Gluons

Photons

Z

Higgs

LHC

Direct Scattering

Gamma Rays

Neutrinos

ILC?

LEP

Anti-matter

Windows on 
WIMPS
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Probes of DM
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We Need (a) Theory
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XENON10 (2011)
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COUPP (2012)
SIMPLE (2012)

ZEPLIN-III (2012)
CRESST-II (2012)

XENON100 (2012)
observed limit (90% CL)

Expected limit of this run: 

 expectedσ 2 ±
 expectedσ 1 ±

FIG. 3: Result on spin-independent WIMP-nucleon scatter-
ing from XENON100: The expected sensitivity of this run is
shown by the green/yellow band (1�/2�) and the resulting
exclusion limit (90% CL) in blue. For comparison, other ex-
perimental limits (90% CL) and detection claims (2�) are also
shown [19–22], together with the regions (1�/2�) preferred by
supersymmetric (CMSSM) models [18].

3 PE. The PL analysis yields a p-value of � 5% for all
WIMP masses for the background-only hypothesis indi-
cating that there is no excess due to a dark matter sig-
nal. The probability that the expected background in
the benchmark region fluctuates to 2 events is 26.4% and
confirms this conclusion.

A 90% confidence level exclusion limit for spin-
independent WIMP-nucleon cross sections �� is calcu-
lated, assuming an isothermal WIMP halo with a lo-
cal density of ⇢� = 0.3GeV/cm3, a local circular veloc-
ity of v0 = 220 km/s, and a Galactic escape velocity of
vesc = 544 km/s [17]. Systematic uncertainties in the en-
ergy scale as described by the Le↵ parametrization of [6]
and in the background expectation are profiled out and
represented in the limit. Poisson fluctuations in the num-
ber of PEs dominate the S1 energy resolution and are
also taken into account along with the single PE resolu-
tion. The expected sensitivity of this dataset in absence
of any signal is shown by the green/yellow (1�/2�) band
in Fig. 3. The new limit is represented by the thick blue
line. It excludes a large fraction of previously unexplored
parameter space, including regions preferred by scans of
the constrained supersymmetric parameter space [18].

The new XENON100 data provide the most strin-
gent limit for m� > 8GeV/c2 with a minimum of
� = 2.0 ⇥ 10�45 cm2 at m� = 55GeV/c2. The max-
imum gap analysis uses an acceptance-corrected expo-
sure of 2323.7 kg⇥days (weighted with the spectrum of a
100GeV/c2 WIMP) and yields a result which agrees with
the result of Fig. 3 within the known systematic di↵er-
ences. The new XENON100 result continues to challenge
the interpretation of the DAMA [19], CoGeNT [20], and
CRESST-II [21] results as being due to scalar WIMP-
nucleon interactions.
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Individually, dark matter searches of all kinds put 
limits on various cross sections.  Without some 
kind of theoretical structure, we can’t compare 

them.

And we know they all descend from a single 
underlying theoretical framework…
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Dwarf�Limits�from�4�Years�of�FermiͲLAT�Data
Alex�DrlicaͲWagner,�Stanford�Ph.D.�Thesis,�2013Preliminary gy

• Joint�likelihood�analysis�of�
15�dwarf�galaxies
• Four�years�of�FermiͲLAT�data�
included

|10 GeV
included
• Expected�sensitivity�was�
calculated�from�2000�
realistic simulationsrealistic�simulations
• The�green�and�yellow�bands,�
plus�the�dashed�curve,�
indicate�the�simulation�
results

Discrepancies�from�the�MC�
expected�limits�come�from�a�

l b l d
Preliminary!��A�publication�is�in�work,�and�

1.4V global�excess�in�data,�
dominated�by�Segue�1,�Ursa
Major�II,�and�Willman 1.
• Unresolved�background�

some�changes�are�to�be�expected.

TevPA2013 R.P.�Johnson 18

g
sources?

• Hint�of�a�signal?

Which theory to use?6
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Dark Matter
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Bertone, TMPT Nature 2018
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Dark Sector

Dark Matter

Dark Force Carriers

Other Dark Particles

Etc

The Standard Model

Quarks

Leptons

Gluons

Photon

SM Higgs

W, ZMediators

Talks by:  Stefania Gori
                Bhaskar Dutta

                 Gordan Krnjaic
              Keith Dienes

        Yang Bai
                       Pavel Fileviez Perez

Mediators

• One of the key questions that any theory of dark matter must address is: 
how does it interact with the Standard Model?

• Mediators could be part of the SM itself (Z, Higgs,…), new exotic particles 
with SM charges (e.g. squarks,…), or without (Z’, dark photon, …).

• There could be an entire dark sector waiting to be discovered!
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Cosmological Production 
of Dark Matter



Freeze Out: WIMPs
• One of the most attractive proposals for dark matter is that it is a 

Weakly Interacting Massive Particle.  

• WIMPs naturally can account for the amount of dark matter 
we observe in the Universe through the freeze out mechanism.  

• WIMPs automatically occur in many models of physics beyond 
the Standard Model, such as i.e. supersymmetric extensions.

• WIMPs are a vision of dark matter for which we can use particle 
physics experimental techniques to search very effectively.

• One needs to be a little careful with the precise use of the term 
WIMP:

• Some people may refer to particles which literally experience 
the SM electroweak SU(2) interaction.

• Others may use the term to refer to particles with interactions 
and masses that are roughly electroweak sized, but may be 
formally unconnected to the SM weak interactions.

Available in Blue Raspberry, Fruit Punch, 
and Grape flavors....

$59.99 USD for 20 servings
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The WIMP Miracle
• One of the primary motivations for WIMPs is the 

“WIMP miracle”, an attractive picture explaining 
the density of dark matter in the Universe today.

•  The picture starts out with the WIMP in chemical 
equilibrium with the Standard Model plasma at 
early times.

• Equilibrium is maintained by scattering of WIMPs 
into SM particles, χχ -> SM.

• While in equilibrium at temperatures below its 
mass, the WIMP number density follows the 
Boltzmann distribution:

χ

χ
SM Particles

neq = g

!

mT

2!

"3/2

Exp [!m/T ]
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Freeze-Out
• If this were the whole story, the dark matter 

would just keep diluting as the Universe 
cools, and would be irrelevant today.

• However, the expansion of the Universe 
eventually results in a loss of equilibrium.

• At the “freeze-out” temperature, the WIMPs 
are sufficiently diluted that they can no 
longer find each other to annihilate and they 
cease tracking the Boltzmann distribution.

• The temperature at which this occurs 
depends quite sensitively on σ(χχ -> SM): 
more strongly interacting WIMPs will stay in 
equilibrium longer, and thus end up with a 
smaller relic density than more weakly 
interacting WIMPs.

Universe 
Expands

13



Relic Density

• The observed quantity of dark matter is suggestive of a cross section for 
annihilation into the thermal bath (the SM + ....).

x=m/T increasing
is

T decreasing
is

time increasing

Figure from
Kolb & Turner



Freeze In
• Another very interesting possibility is 

production through freeze in.

• Freeze assumes negligible initial density, 
and requires small couplings, such that the 
particle does not reach equilibrium. 

• If these couplings are small enough, the 
relic particle’s lifetime could be large 
enough for it to be dark matter, even if it 
decays.  There are many different scenarios, 
corresponding to different interaction 
types with the Standard Model.

• For example, a quartic interaction of the 
form  χ2 SM SM allows for an χ that is 
exactly stable, and interacts with a pair of 
SM particles in the thermal bath.

Hall, Jedamzik, Russel, West
arXiv:0911.1120 

Coupling
Strength

15 Talk by: Kyu-Jung Bae
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Figure 4: In (a) we show the contours of ⌦h2 as a function of the mass mX and
coupling � for the case of a quartic interaction. The plane can be divided into two
“phases”: X freeze-out, phase (I), occurs for large coupling and X freeze-in, phase
(III), occurs for weak coupling. In (b) we take a slice at fixed mX ⇠ v and plot the
variation of ⌦h2 as a function of the coupling �.

whether X is a fermion or boson, and on how many X fields appear at the interaction. For each
such scheme one can compute the dark matter abundance in terms of the coupling and the masses
of the relevant particles, and we find that there are just four possible behaviours

• (I) Freeze-out of X.

• (II) X decouples with a full “T 3” number density.

• (III) Freeze-in of X.

• (IV) Freeze-out of bath particle.

Hence, the parameter space of any such theory can be split into four “phases” according to which
behaviour yields the dominant dark matter abundance. Two of these phases correspond to the
well-known case of freeze-out (I and IV). However, the introduction of very small renormalisable
couplings to a theory introduces the possibility of two new phases; one with freeze-in (III) and
the other having decoupling with a full relativistic abundance (II).

The above list is ordered so that, as the interaction strength between X and the bath is
decreased, one passes down the list, although all four “phases” do not appear in all theories.
Below we give two illustrative examples of this “phase” behaviour, then we argue that for very
small values of � the “phase” structure takes a universal form.

5.1 Phase diagram for a quartic interaction

Suppose that X is a scalar and the interaction with the bath is via a quartic coupling to a bath
scalar B

LQ = � B†BX†X. (5.1)

15
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Non-Thermal Production
• Bosonic fields can also be produced as an 
initial condition of the Universe.

• For example, gravitationally at the end of 
inflation.

• If the masses and interactions are small 
enough, a field can persist as an 
expectation value until late times.

• When the mass of the field becomes 
comparable to the Hubble scale, it begins 
oscillating and starts behaving like a 
collection of particles.

• This type of production is famous in the 
discussion of axion dark matter (in the 
case where the Peccei-Quinn symmetry is 
broken before inflation), but also applies 
to other light scalar and vector particles 
as well. From a nice review in:

Wantz, Shellard [0910.1066]16



Dark Matter Production 
is an Opportunity



Early Times are Uncertain

eVMeVGeV100 GeV

Big Bang  
Nucleosynthesis CMB

Today

QCD  
Confinement

EW Phase  
Transition?

DM Freeze Out?

Baryogenesis?

High Energy Physics

Nuclear Physics

Atomic Physics
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Early Times are Uncertain

eVMeVGeV100 GeV

Big Bang  
Nucleosynthesis CMB

QCD  
Confinement

EW Phase  
Transition?

DM Freeze Out?

Baryogenesis?

Before BBN, most of what we know about the physics in the early Universe is an extrapolation 
based on the Standard Model + ingredients such as dark matter. 

Features such as inflation, dark matter, and the existence of a baryon asymmetry are all indications 
that ingredients are missing at earlier times… the extrapolation is uncertain!

Today



Freeze Out Relic?

What do we know about the 
history of the Universe?

As an example to illustrate this point, let’s imagine things 
that could go wrong with the freeze out calculation.

18



What do we know about the 
history of the Universe?

We understand the Universe pretty well back to 
the time of Nucleosynthesis, from the abundance of 

isotopes of H, He, and Li.

T

20. Big-Bang nucleosynthesis 3
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Figure 20.1: The abundances of 4He, D, 3He and 7Li as predicted by the standard
model of big-bang nucleosynthesis. Boxes indicate the observed light element
abundances (smaller boxes: 2! statistical errors; larger boxes: ±2! statistical and
systematic errors). The narrow vertical band indicates the CMB measure of the
cosmic baryon density. See full-color version on color pages at end of book.

20.2. Light Element Abundances

BBN theory predicts the universal abundances of D, 3He, 4He, and 7Li, which are
essentially determined by t ! 180 s. Abundances are however observed at much later

July 14, 2006 10:37

MeV

Freeze Out Relic?
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What does that mean for DM?
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BBN theory predicts the universal abundances of D, 3He, 4He, and 7Li, which are
essentially determined by t ! 180 s. Abundances are however observed at much later
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Freeze Out Relic?
A typical WIMP had already 

frozen out through annihilation

We understand the Universe back to the time of 
Nucleosynthesis
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Lots Could Happen
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Parallel Talk by: 
Jessica Howard

(Wednesday 15:15 pm)
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T
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Some other particle could decay into SM 
stuff, diluting the dark matter we had.

Physics could look different from our 
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There could be an 
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of matter domination or 
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We understand the Universe back to the time of 
Nucleosynthesis

Talk by: 
Adrienne Erickcek
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Lots Could Happen

We understand the Universe back to the time of 
Nucleosynthesis

T

A typical WIMP had already 
frozen out through annihilation

Some other particle could decay into SM 
stuff, diluting the dark matter we had.

Some other particle could 
decay into DM

Physics could look different from our 
expectations (because of a VEV, etc)

This is a feature!

Understanding the annihilation 
cross section could verify the 
WIMP miracle and push back 

our understanding of the 
Universe to earlier times.

MeV

There could be an 
unexpected early period 
of matter domination or 
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To illustrate this point,
I have a couple of examples
related to a change in QCD

in the early Universe, such that
it confines at an early time.



• We introduce dynamics promoting the strong coupling to a 
dynamical field (denoted by φ):


• The scale at which QCD gets strong is about:


• For nf = 6, to get Λ ~ TeV:

Early QCD Confinement
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Figure 1: Schematic description of the various phases and phase transitions. At Tc, QCD
confines at a high scale due to the value of vs at those temperatures. The Higgs potential
continues to evolve with temperature due to the plasma of electroweak bosons and top-flavored
mesons. At Td, these corrections induce a transition to a new vs (typically, but not necessarily
triggering deconfinement as the QCD scale moves to its low temperature value) and also
triggering a corresponding shift in the Higgs VEV.

Nf � 3 at temperatures comparable to the confinement scale. This finding has been verified
on the lattice for particular choices of Nf [3]. Confinement above the EW phase transition
takes place with six massless quarks, and is thus expected to occur out of thermal equilibrium,
through bubble nucleation. Through the Yukawa couplings, i.e. hq̄u, the quark condensate
induces a tadpole term in the Higgs potential. Thus chiral symmetry breaking through QCD
confinement and EWSB occur simultaneously.

If the QCD ✓̄-angle is dynamically relaxed to zero by means of an axion, one generically
expects CP violation before chiral symmetry breaking at the confinement scale. Prior to
EWSB, the electroweak sphalerons are active and induce a baryonic chemical potential from
the rolling axion field. This mechanism was employed to produce the BAU in [4–6]. Our work
completes the scenario originally proposed in [6], in a minimal way, by realizing the relaxation
to the SM vacuum after the baryon asymmetry has been frozen in.

Ref. [6] relied on a dimension-5 interaction between a real, singlet scalar field S and
the gluon kinetic term. When the singlet acquires a vacuum expectation value (VEV), it
constitutes a contribution to the effective strong coupling and may therefore raise the QCD
confinement scale. In this work we also consider the mixing between S and the SM Higgs boson,
and investigate the parameter space in which the EW phase transition triggers deconfinement
and subsequent relaxation to the SM-like vacuum before the onset of Big Bang Nucleosynthesis
(BBN), as shown schematically in Figure 1.

In addition to a rather standard axion, this minimal model contains a single new degree
of freedom with couplings that can be probed by future colliders. It also typically predicts
a characteristic spectrum of gravitational waves, which falls within the frequency window of
future space-based interferometers.
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to the SM vacuum after the baryon asymmetry has been frozen in.

Ref. [6] relied on a dimension-5 interaction between a real, singlet scalar field S and
the gluon kinetic term. When the singlet acquires a vacuum expectation value (VEV), it
constitutes a contribution to the effective strong coupling and may therefore raise the QCD
confinement scale. In this work we also consider the mixing between S and the SM Higgs boson,
and investigate the parameter space in which the EW phase transition triggers deconfinement
and subsequent relaxation to the SM-like vacuum before the onset of Big Bang Nucleosynthesis
(BBN), as shown schematically in Figure 1.

In addition to a rather standard axion, this minimal model contains a single new degree
of freedom with couplings that can be probed by future colliders. It also typically predicts
a characteristic spectrum of gravitational waves, which falls within the frequency window of
future space-based interferometers.
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Φ Potential
• The potential for φ should receive temperature-dependent 

corrections such that <φ> shifts, moving from a value at high 
temperatures corresponding to a large Λ to a value at low 
temperatures matching on to Λ ~ 1 GeV.

Initially
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QCD Phase Transition
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Figure 3: Schematic description of QCD confinement, bubble nucleation and the baryon
asymmetry generation. QCD confines at a temperature Tc via a first-order phase transition,
for which the Higgs VEV is zero outside the bubbles, which means baryon number violation is
efficient via EW sphalerons. If there is a QCD axion, there is also typically large CP violation
due to the uncancelled ✓̄ angle, which shuts off in the confined phase.

In the parameter region discussed below, the transition to the SM-like vacuum happens
above TSM ⇠ ⇤SM

QCD ⇠ GeV, implying that at Td, quarks and gluons deconfine (again). It
is worth noting that variations could realize scenarios where the transition to the SM-like
vacuum happens below ⇤SM

QCD, but still above TBBN, in which case QCD remains confined at
all temperatures below Tc.

4 Baryogenesis during QCD confinement

If QCD confines at a temperature when the Higgs VEV is zero, i.e. quarks are massless,
the phase transition is expected to be first order [8] and proceeds through bubble nucleation.
This first-order phase transition, combined with an axion solution to the strong CP problem,
results in a novel baryogenesis mechanism. In [6] this phase transition was imagined to occur at
T > TEW such that Higgs VEV is expected to be zero because of the SM thermal corrections.

In this work, we highlight a scenario in which although the QCD confinement happens
at Tc . 100 GeV, the Higgs VEV before confinement is zero due to the extended scalar
sector. As long as the EW symmetry is unbroken, sphalerons are active and baryon number is
efficiently violated. This is the case outside of the bubbles of confined phase. Inside, the QCD
confinement triggers EW symmetry breaking and sphalerons are inoperative, thus preserving
any baryon asymmetry. The need for CP violation can be accounted for if there is large
CP violation from the uncancelled strong phase before the axion rolls to the minimum of
its potential [4–6]. (Note that this is essentially a spontaneous baryogenesis mechanism [9].)
Figure 3 provides a schematic description.

In this section we summarize the mechanism for the generation of the baryon asymmetry.
The axion is driven to its minimum after confinement occurs, dynamically solving the strong
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Confined Universe
• In the confined phase, the important active 

degrees of freedom are the ~35 pNGB 
mesons.


• Their properties are described by chiral 
perturbation theory, with parameters 
matched to low energy QCD data, and 
dimensionful quantities scaled up to 
the high scale confinement scale.


• The thermal corrections to the Higgs 
potential are dominated by the top-
flavored (or bottom-flavored) mesons 
rather than top/bottom quarks.


• The chiral condensate acts as a tadpole for 
the Higgs doublet.
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Figure 3: Higgs VEV as a function of temperature T for ⇠ = 500, 1000 and Td = 10 GeV.
The sudden changes occur at T ' ⇤QCD and Td.
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The meson masses in the confined phase are calculated as described in the previous section.
We find that for the values of ⇠ under consideration, the mesons containing top quarks are
typically much heavier than the temperature during the period of early confinement such that
they are Boltzmann suppressed. Hence the dominant thermal corrections are from the mesons
containing bottom quarks. We keep all 35 mesons in our numerical calculations.

At high temperatures, the potential is dominated by the T 2h2 term, driving vh ! 0, and
the electroweak symmetry is restored. At T = ⇤QCD, chiral symmetry is broken via the quark
condensate, and the tadpole triggers a non-zero Higgs VEV that is larger than v0h for the ⇠

values we consider. At Td, QCD deconfines and the Higgs VEV relaxes to its SM value. This
behavior is shown in Figure 3 for Td = 10 GeV and two values of ⇠.

3.3 Dark Matter Interactions with pions

At leading order in chiral perturbation theory, the interactions with the dark matter map
onto,



M2
S

�̄� tr

⇣
U †� + U�†

⌘
+

i

M2
V

�̄�µ� tr

⇣
(@µU †

) [�, U ] � [U †, �†
] (@µU)

⌘
, (3.15)
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Figure 2: Spectrum of pion masses for two choices of ⇠, with vh corresponding to the Higgs
VEV at T = 100 GeV.

where f⇡ is the pion decay constant and  is a constant with mass dimension 3, both of which
represent the strong dynamics. The generators are normalized such that tr[T aT b

] = �ab/2,
leaving the ⇡a canonically normalized. The mass matrix Mq is a spurion representing the
explicit SU(6)L⇥ SU(6)R breaking from the Yukawa interactions,

Mq =
1
p

2
h Diag(yu, yd, ys, yc, yb, yt) . (3.7)

Expanding the field U in Equation (3.6) to second order in ⇡/f⇡ results in pion mass terms
and a tadpole for the Higgs:

Lch �
p

2 yt h �


f2
⇡

tr[{T a, T b
}M ] ⇡a⇡b , (3.8)

both of which are controlled by . (In the tadpole term we keep only the top Yukawa as the
contributions from light quarks are typically negligible.) We match f⇡ and  to the SM pion
mass, m⇡0 = 135 MeV, and decay constant, f⇡0 = 94 MeV at ⇠ = 1 and vh = v0h, where
v0h = 246 GeV is the zero temperature SM Higgs VEV. Naive dimensional analysis provides
the scaling for other values of ⇠ (for which the tadpole implies there will typically be a different
vh):

 ' (220 MeV)
3 ⇠3 , f⇡ ' 94 MeV ⇠, m2

⇡ ' m2
⇡0 ⇠ vh/v0h, (3.9)

The resulting pion mass matrix is diagonalized numerically to determine the spectrum of
mesons in the mass basis. Example spectra at T = 100 GeV for two different choices of ⇠ are
shown in Figure 2.
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here will descend from a dimension seven operator after the SM Higgs gets its VEV. The
vector interactions could represent a Z 0 from an additional U(1) gauge symmetry that couples
to both quarks and dark matter. We will consider cases in which either scalar or vector
interactions dominate over the other one. We follow the guidance of minimal flavor violation
[18] in choosing the couplings such that

�ij ⌘ ±�ij
yi
yu

, (3.3)

which is normalized to the coupling to up quarks, and with an over-all factor absorbed into
M2

S . The possibility of choosing either sign for � will play an important role, described in 3.17
below.

The vector couplings �ij are diagonal and have equal values for the up-type quarks, and
equal (but different from the up-type) values for the down-type quarks,

�ij ⌘

(
�ij , j = u, c, t

(1 + ↵)�ij , j = d, s, b ,
(3.4)

where ↵ determines the difference between up- and down-type couplings. When ↵ = 0, the
vector coupling assigns charges equivalent to baryon number, and the mesons decouple from
the dark matter.

During early confinement, the Universe looks very different from the standard cosmological
picture based on the SM extrapolation. (Massless) quark and gluon degrees of freedom are
replaced by mesons and baryons, and chiral symmetry breaking induces a tadpole for the
Higgs which is relevant for the evolution of its VEV. In order to determine how dark matter
interactions are affected by this early cosmological period of QCD confinement, we first give
a description of this era in terms of chiral perturbation theory.

3.1 Chiral Perturbation Theory

In the limit ⇤QCD � mt, the QCD sector of the Lagrangian for quarks,

L �

X

q

�
iq̄ /Dq � yq hq̄LqR + H.c.

 
(3.5)

(where h is the SM Higgs radial mode) possesses an approximate global SU(6)L⇥ SU(6)R
chiral symmetry, which is softly broken by the Yukawa interactions. We work in the basis in
which the yq’s are diagonal, for which all flavor-changing processes reside in the electroweak
interactions. Non-perturbative QCD is expected to break SU(6)L⇥ SU(6)R ! SU(6)V to the
diagonal subgroup, resulting in 6

2
� 1 = 35 pions as pseudo-Nambu-Goldstone bosons.

At scales below ⇤QCD, the pions are described by a nonlinear sigma model built out of
U(x) ⌘ exp (i2T a⇡a

(x)/f⇡), where T a are the SU(6) generators. The leading terms in the
chiral Lagrangian (neglecting electroweak interactions) are

Lch =
f2
⇡

4
tr(|DµU |

2
) +  tr(UM †

q + MqU
†
) , (3.6)
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DM Freeze Out
• Let’s imagine that DM is a WIMP which is a (SM singlet) 

Dirac fermion that likes to interact with quarks.


• If the mediators are heavy compared to the energies of 
interest, this can be parameterized by a dimension six 
contact interaction.


• For simplicity, I will also imagine that this is a scalar 
interaction, and its flavor structure is minimal-flavor 
violating (MFV), matching the quark Yukawa interactions.  
(So: this is consistent with the Higgs portal).


• (If the singlet field is heavy and has some mixing with the 
Higgs, this is the kind of low energy interaction it would 
mediate).


• If the WIMP further freezes out during the confined 
phase, its interactions are with mesons rather than 
quarks, which are enhanced by Λ.


• The chiral condensate can shift the DM mass by a     
non-trivial amount!

the effective coupling strength. At one loop and at scale µ, the effective strong coupling is

1

↵s(µ, vs)
=

33 � 2Nf

12⇡
ln

✓
µ2

⇤
2
0

◆
+ 4⇡

vs
M⇤

, (2.2)

where Nf is the number of active quark flavors at the scale µ ⇠ T . Figure 1 shows the effective
coupling as a function of temperature. QCD confinement occurs at a temperature Tc ' ⇤QCD,
where

⇤QCD(vs) = ⇤
SM
QCD e

24⇡2

2Nf�33
vs
M⇤ . (2.3)

Here, ⇤
SM
QCD ' 400 MeV is the SM value of the QCD confinement scale; we adjust gs0 such

that it is realized for vs = 0.
At scales below confinement, the relevant degrees of freedom are mesons, whose dynamics

are described by chiral perturbation theory, the effective field theory of which is parameterized
by coefficients which depend on ⇤QCD. We find it convenient to parameterize the physics in
terms of the ratio of ⇤QCD to ⇤

SM
QCD,

⇠ ⌘
⇤QCD

⇤
SM
QCD

' exp

✓
24⇡2

2Nf � 33

vs
M⇤

◆
. (2.4)

The parameter ⇠ is typically sufficient to completely describe the physics of dark matter
interactions during the period of early confinement.

3 Dark Matter Interactions and Chiral Perturbation Theory

The dynamics of the scenario we study are encoded in the Lagrangian:

L � �
1

4

✓
1

g2s0
+

S

M⇤

◆
Ga

µ⌫G
µ⌫
a +

X

q

�
iq̄ /Dq � yq hq̄LqR + H.c.

 
+ L� , (3.1)

where L� describes the dark matter and its interactions. We introduce a SM-singlet Dirac
fermion field � to represent the dark matter, and couple it to quarks,

L� = i�̄�µ@µ� � m��̄� +

X

ī,j

⇢
�ij

M2
S

�̄� q̄iqj +
�ij

M2
V

�̄�µ� q̄i�µqj

�
, (3.2)

where the couplings �ij/M2
S and �ij/M2

V represent operators left behind by integrating out
states with masses � m�. Generically, one would also expect there to be interactions with the
leptons or the Higgs doublet. We assume for simplicity that such interactions are subdominant
if present.

In the case of the scalar interactions, S itself could act as the mediator, provided it
has direct coupling to the dark matter. In that case, UV-completing will require additional
states to provide a renormalizable portal to hq̄q, and the dimension six interaction written
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L �

X

q

�
iq̄ /Dq � yq hq̄LqR + H.c.

 
(3.5)

(where h is the SM Higgs radial mode) possesses an approximate global SU(6)L⇥ SU(6)R
chiral symmetry, which is softly broken by the Yukawa interactions. We work in the basis in
which the yq’s are diagonal, for which all flavor-changing processes reside in the electroweak
interactions. Non-perturbative QCD is expected to break SU(6)L⇥ SU(6)R ! SU(6)V to the
diagonal subgroup, resulting in 6

2
� 1 = 35 pions as pseudo-Nambu-Goldstone bosons.

At scales below ⇤QCD, the pions are described by a nonlinear sigma model built out of
U(x) ⌘ exp (i2T a⇡a

(x)/f⇡), where T a are the SU(6) generators. The leading terms in the
chiral Lagrangian (neglecting electroweak interactions) are

Lch =
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⇡

4
tr(|DµU |

2
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†
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Figure 3: Higgs VEV as a function of temperature T for ⇠ = 500, 1000 and Td = 10 GeV.
The sudden changes occur at T ' ⇤QCD and Td.
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The meson masses in the confined phase are calculated as described in the previous section.
We find that for the values of ⇠ under consideration, the mesons containing top quarks are
typically much heavier than the temperature during the period of early confinement such that
they are Boltzmann suppressed. Hence the dominant thermal corrections are from the mesons
containing bottom quarks. We keep all 35 mesons in our numerical calculations.

At high temperatures, the potential is dominated by the T 2h2 term, driving vh ! 0, and
the electroweak symmetry is restored. At T = ⇤QCD, chiral symmetry is broken via the quark
condensate, and the tadpole triggers a non-zero Higgs VEV that is larger than v0h for the ⇠

values we consider. At Td, QCD deconfines and the Higgs VEV relaxes to its SM value. This
behavior is shown in Figure 3 for Td = 10 GeV and two values of ⇠.

3.3 Dark Matter Interactions with pions

At leading order in chiral perturbation theory, the interactions with the dark matter map
onto,



M2
S

�̄� tr

⇣
U †� + U�†

⌘
+

i

M2
V

�̄�µ� tr

⇣
(@µU †

) [�, U ] � [U †, �†
] (@µU)

⌘
, (3.15)
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with  and f⇡ determined as discussed in Section 3.1. Note that because the scalar interaction
with dark matter is chosen to take the same form as the spurion containing the quark masses,
a single hadronic coefficient  determines both the pion masses and the dark matter couplings
[19]. Expanding U to second order for Hermitian choices of � and � produces:

2 tr [�]

M2
S

�̄� +
2

f2
⇡

1

M2
S

tr[T aT b�] �̄�⇡a⇡b
+

2i

M2
V

fabc
tr[T b�] �̄�µ� ⇡a

(@µ⇡c
) . (3.16)

It is worth noting that the strength of the scalar interaction scales as /f2
⇡ / ⇠, whereas the

vector-interaction strength is independent of it.
The first term in Equation (3.16) represents a contribution to the dark matter mass

induced by the chiral condensate. At the time of freeze out, the effective mass is given by the
sum of mT=0

� , which to good approximation is m� in the Lagrangian (3.2), and this additional
correction that is operative during confinement,

mT=TF
� = mT=0

� + �m� , where �m� ' (2 eV) ⇠3
✓

10
6

GeV

MS

◆2

. (3.17)

For large values of ⇠, the effective shift may be a few GeV, and may play a role in determining
the relic abundance for dark masses of O(10 GeV). In Section 4 we present our results in terms
of the T = 0 (unshifted) mass relevant for WIMP searches today. For dark matter masses of
O(GeV), the sign of the effective mass term may flip between the time of freeze out and today
due to a sign difference between m� and �. For sufficiently complicated WIMP interactions,
this could lead to non-trivial interference effects, but for the simple cases we consider here it
is unimportant.

4 Dark Matter Parameter Space

In this section, we consider dark matter freezing out through either the scalar or vector
interactions introduced above during an early cosmological period of QCD confinement. We
contrast with the expectations from a standard cosmology and constraints from direct searches.

4.1 Relic Density

The Boltzmann equation describing the evolution of the density of dark matter in an expanding
Universe can be written as [20]:

dn�

dt
+ 3Hn� = �h�vi(n2

� � n2
eq) , (4.1)

where n� is the co-moving number density of the dark matter, and neq is its equilibrium
density at a given temperature. When the interaction rate drops below the expansion rate
of the Universe, H, the dark matter number density stabilizes, leaving a relic of the species
in the Universe today. The relic density can be solved for a non-relativistic species with a
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Freeze Out

The cross sections during early confinement are enhanced 
by a factor of κ / fπ2 compared to the unconfined case.  This 
enhancement from compositeness  dramatically shifts the 

parameter space leading to the correct relic density through 
freeze-out.

Note the thresholds when the 
top channel(s) open up.  

Because of the WIMP mass 
shift induced by confinement, 

their location changes for 
different Λs.

Berger, Ipek, TMPT, Waterbury 2004.06727
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Freeze Out

If the dark matter had frozen out in the SM, the parameters to realize the relic density would 
be already excluded by Xenon-1ton.  Freezing out during early confinement rescues this 

parameter space, reconciling Xenon with freeze out.

Berger, Ipek, TMPT, Waterbury 2004.06727



QCD Axion Production

• In a theory in which the QCD axion plays the role of dark matter, a period of early 
QCD confinement can also make a huge difference.


• Since the axion mass is pegged to the QCD scale, a dramatic change in Λ could 
cause it to start oscillating early, disrupting the usual connection between fa, θ0, and 
the final axion density expected from misalignment production.

Heurtier, Huang, TMPT 2104.13390 
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FIG. 3. Examples of the evolution of H, ma, and ⇢a (as indicated) and final enhancement S for four choices of parameters:
upper left: [⇤QCD, T

�
d ] = [500, 10] GeV; upper right: [⇤QCD, T

�
d ] = [500, 1] GeV; lower left: [⇤QCD, T

�
d ] = [500, 280] GeV; and

lower right: [⇤QCD, T
�
d ] = [30, 10] GeV.

FIG. 4. Contours of enhancement factor S in the plane of T
�
d and ⇤QCD for fa = 1012 GeV, Tosc ⇡ 2.4 GeV (left) and

fa = 1015 GeV, Tosc ⇡ 0.67 GeV (right). The red lines bound the region where damping and re-oscillation take place, the
dashed grey lines label the EWSB scale in the SM, and the white dashed line marks the boundary below which early confinement
never occurs. The solid markers in the left panel correspond to the four points shown in FIG. 3.

cross H, but does so at a later time as the temperature
decreases.

In FIG. 4, we show contours of S in the plane of T�
d

and ⇤QCD for two choices of fa. The example parame-
ter points from the four panels of FIG. 3 are indicated

by the triangle (top left), square (top right), circle (bot-
tom left), and cross (bottom right). The dashed white
line indicates ⇤QCD = T

�
d , below which early confine-

ment never occurs. The red contour delineates the region
inside of which damping and re-oscillation take place.



Axion Production

• The net result is typically a suppression of the final density of axions.


• This allows larger axion decay constants (lighter axions) to be naturally produced 
(from O(1) misalignment)  with the correct abundance — it opens up regions of axion 
parameter space which would otherwise have looked very fine-tuned.
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Outlook
• Theories of dark matter are necessary both to describe how dark matter 

(and perhaps a whole dark sector) fit into the SM and also to be able to 
understand how experiments work together to probe the parameter space.

• A theory of dark matter also allows us to connect the abundance of dark 
matter to the cosmological history of the Universe.

• Many interesting ideas exist for how we may have ended up with the 
abundance of dark matter that we observe.  I reviewed popular visions for 
freeze out, freeze in, and misalignment production.

• The dependence of the dark matter density on the history of the Universe 
is a feature.  An observation of dark matter might suggest physics beyond 
the Standard Model which impacts the cosmological history that might 
otherwise be difficult to access using our current experimental searches.

• I highlighted the example where new dynamics results in a different value 
for the strong coupling at early times, and showed how this can dramatically 
impact WIMP freeze out or axion misalignment production.
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